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Re: 200 Water Street (aka 127 John Street) -- N170284ZAM

This is an open letter to all who are concerned with the public
realm in the City of New York, understand the importance of
plazas, arcades and other public spaces provided through the
zoning resolution to supplement the public parks and streets in
ameliorating the density being developed in central areas of the
city, and who are concerned with the privatization of these spaces.
In particular, this letter addresses the application to further reduce
the public realm at 200 Water Street.
The City Club of New York is opposed to the elimination of the
public arcade at the Fulton Street end of 200 Water Street (aka 127
John Street). This authorization by the City Planning Commission
under the recently adopted changes to the Special Lower
Manhattan District would be contrary to the intention of the zoning
and inconsistent with the public’s interests.
The City Club opposed the Water Street rezoning (see
attachment).
The rezoning of Water Street to allow the enclosure of arcades was
predicated on:
• The arcade being of no public benefit and detrimental to the
quality of the public realm, and
• The enclosure of the arcade being balanced by an
equivalent density ameliorating public amenity added to the public
realm.
The proposal to eliminate the arcade at 200 Water Street satisfies
neither of these premises.

What is the value of the existing arcade?
The existing POPS (Privately Owed Public Space) at the Fulton
Street end of 200 Water Street comprises an arcade and a plaza
designed as single, playful public space (see:
http://www.thecityreview.com/downtown/seaport/water200.html ).
A site visit or comparison with Google Street Views illustrates the
lack of enthusiasm of the current building owner to maintain the
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space as a public benefit rather than diminishing it in order to better argue its conversion to
private profit.

From The Lower Manhattan Book

From Google Street Views
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The plaza and arcade are oriented to the northeast, enjoying morning sun and afternoon shade.
The combination of arcade and plaza provides covered, weather protected space as well as
space open to the sky and sun. The two-story portion of the arcade provides greater daylight.
The plaza and arcade are located on Fulton Street at the main entrance to the South Street
Seaport from the upland subway stations – a major pedestrian route and an important gathering
place. They are located at the north end of the future Fulton/Wall station of the Second Avenue
subway that will require space for access and will generate more pedestrians.
This is an ideal location for this POPS. The public interest is to improve it, not to diminish it.

What is being offered to compensate for the loss of the arcade?
The proposal is to relandscape the remaining plaza with seating, planting, and an area that
might be used for food service if a restaurant is secured for the northern frontage. The
remnants of the original design and the art of the combined arcade and plaza would be
eliminated and replaced by a rather mundane, and less capacious, plaza. This is by no stretch
of the imagination a replacement – it is at least a 50% reduction of the quantity of the public
realm and a qualitative improvement only to the extent that the new design might be better
maintained than the old.
It is worth remembering that during the consideration of the rezoning of Water Street to allow
the elimination of arcades it was suggested that part of the mitigation for the loss of this arcade
might be an ongoing obligation to maintain the City owned park space on the opposite side of
Fulton Street.
It is also worth remembering that 200 Water Street is substantially overbuilt with respect both to
the C6-4 district (10.0 to 12.0 FAR) in which it is located and with respect to the amount of
bonusable open space it includes (approximately 1.0 FAR rather than the normal 2.0 FAR to
reach 12.0 FAR).
And it is worth remembering that the bonus floor area for an arcade or plaza in a building
produces revenue for the lifetime of the building as well as an obligation to maintain the public
spaces for the same period. In this case, converting half the space of the POPS to rental floor
area and reducing the area maintained for the public by half is clearly a win-win for the owner.

A little history:
Melvyn Kaufman created a carnival of public open space at the base of 127 John Street, and
also at the setbacks and mechanical floors. It is worth some research to understand the
exuberance of his imagination. He went beyond the City's bland inducements and offered fun to
those arriving by sidewalk and those looking down from adjacent buildings.
(For example, see: http://www.thecityreview.com/downtown/seaport/water200.html and see:
http://designobserver.com/feature/modern-survivor/39644/ .)
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Also see the cover article in the April 1972 edition of Progressive Architecture.
127 John Street was developed subject to a Board of Standards and Appeals variance that
allowed it an FAR of 15.3 in a C6-4 district that only allows 10.0 to 12.0 FAR.

Part of the justification for the FAR largess by the City was the agreement of the developer to
build a pedestrian bridge spanning Fulton Street connecting the second story portion of the
arcade with a pedestrian deck contemplated for the urban renewal project to the north. The
deck did not happen and the developer was saved the cost of building and maintaining the
bridge and its access.
There is a memo that says: "200 Water Street (aka 127 John Street) has four spaces that
earned bonus floor area: a plaza between the building and Fulton St., an arcade under the
Fulton St. end of the building, a plaza between the clock and Water St., and a plaza between
the building and John St. According to the Board of Standards and Appeals [application] these
spaces total 3,222 s.f. of arcade and 4,010 s.f. of plaza and earn 33,726 s.f. of bonus floor
area.... The open areas under the building that serve as a lobby and, near John St., contain
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retail kiosks are not bonused space." The memo also estimated that the technical bonus floor
area was equal to approximately 1.0 FAR.
Perhaps half of the open space at 127 John Street -- the lobby and the area between it and
John Street -- was not an officially bonusable POPS. Perhaps it should have been.
Kaufman sold 127 John Street to Rockrose. Rockrose converted it from office space to
apartments, changed the address to 200 Water Street, and tamed the exuberance of the public
realm – eliminating the open lobby and the open area between it and John Street.

Note that the zoning rules allowed the conversion to change not only the commercial zoning
floor area of the building to residential use but also the mechanical spaces, which are exempt
from the zoning floor area calculation. This increased the overall density of the building.

And Now:
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A year or so ago City Planning, which seems to have fallen out of love with POPS, adopted
revised zoning for Water Street that allows the closure of arcades -- based on their uselessness
(you know, smoking, assignations, homelessness, uncollected garbage) and their replacement
with upstanding retail space. The property owners who gifted the public space in return for
rentable space at the top of their building get to avoid the cost of operating, maintaining,
repairing, and replacing their arcade in return for a one time, possibly modest, upgrade to an
adjacent plaza and gain the additional revenue from the retail space that moves into the former
arcade.
(We repeat that the City Club opposed the zoning change (see attachment)).
(The revised zoning text is in Section 91-80, PUBLIC ACCESS AREAS, of the Zoning
Resolution: http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/zoning/zoningtext/art09c01.pdf?r=0727 )
Now coming forward is the plan to close the arcade at the Fulton Street end of 200 Water
Street. This is a perfectly fine arcade that provides useful (if no longer inspired) public open
space at the entrance to the South Street Seaport and at a possible entrance for the Second
Avenue subway, should it ever grace Water Street. This is not a space to be thrown away; it
should be cultivated.
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What to do:
The City should not excuse the owner of 200 Water Street from its obligations to provide density
ameliorating public open space that was required for the additional revenue producing space in
its building. It should instead require the property owner to make a best effort to make the
existing arcade and plaza the exemplary POPS that would justify the excessive amount of
revenue producing residential space that already exists in 200 Water Street.
The City should also require a future easement for access to the Second Avenue subway, as is
required in the TA districts along the rest of the second Avenue route.

Passionately,
The City Club of New York
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Statement of the City Club of New York
Re: Water Street POPS Proposed Rezoning

The City of New York proposes to amend the Special Lower Manhattan
District of the Zoning Resolution to facilitate the infill of existing bonused
arcades with retail space in exchange for improvements to adjacent plazas
and other open spaces. The text provides that the construction of enclosed
retail space in an existing arcade would not count as zoning floor area and
that the reduction in the area of the bonused arcade would not result in a
reduction in the permitted floor area of the building. The perceived problem
is that the arcades are not of public benefit and that the plazas and other
public open spaces need improvement.

The City Club is concerned that the benefits to the private sector through
this amendment seem to exceed the benefits to the public. The proposal
appears to sacrifice open space to solve a problem that may be either nonexistent or easily solved through better maintenance, enforcement, and
programming. The lack of adequate specifics on the proposal, however,
makes  a  proper  evaluation  of  the  proposal’s  merits  impossible.  Accordingly,  
we recommend rejection of the proposal until the following analyses and
stipulations are provided.

An analysis of the maintenance, amenities, streetscape,
fronting uses, and patterns of use of the streets, parks, plazas, and
arcades along and near Water Street including recommendations as
to how these public spaces could work better individually and
collectively. (Some of these spaces seem to work well; others would
benefit from programming, enforcement, and maintenance.)
An appraisal of the financial benefit that would be realized by
building owners.
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A comprehensive and detailed urban design streetscape plan
for all of Water Street that specifies the proposed improvements to the
public realm and their cost so that these may be measured against the
proposed concessions to property owners and serve as a guide for
approvals by the City. (Legally, we believe, there  must  be  “rough  
proportionality”  between  the  quid  and  the  quo;;  between  the  benefit  to  
the public as opposed to the benefit to the property owner.)
An analysis of changes to pedestrian circulation resulting
from: (a) changes to uses in existing buildings, (b) development of new
buildings, (c) construction of improvements along the waterfront, and (d)
circulation to and from future stations of the Second Avenue subway.
A plan for flood protection showing how changes to public
spaces in the Water Street area contribute to its effectiveness.
An assessment of the value of lost shaded spaces, particularly
arcades and covered pedestrian spaces, especially given expected
increases in the frequency of extreme heat events and the desirability of
weather protection in inclement weather.
Stipulations that ensure that the revenues generated by the
certifications and authorizations will be devoted exclusively to mitigating
the effects of the reduction of density ameliorating bonused open space
through improvements to the  neighborhood’s  public  realm.  
Provisions for taking into account the advice of the
community  board,  the  local  expert  on  its  neighborhood’s  urban  design.
Absent the information that these analyses and stipulations would provide it is
questionable whether the Environmental Assessment Statement prepared for
the proposed changes to the Special Lower Manhattan District supports the
Negative Declaration that was issued.

The City Club desires that the Water Street area be all that it can be. It seeks
not to delay consummation but to ensure the best possible result.
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